THE COHOMOLOGY RING OF A COMPACT LIE
GROUP WITH BI-INVARIANT METRIC
A. L. MAYER

I. Introduction.
In this note we shall show that the adjoint operation * obtained from a bi-invariant
riemannian metric on a compact
Lie group induces an isomorphism between the cup and Pontrj agin
products on the cohomology ring. This fact is easily and directly
verifiable in the case of a torus, where, as we shall show elsewhere,
it has interesting applications to the classical theory of abelian varieties; in fact, it motivates a definition of * on the numerical equivalence ring of an abstract polarized abelian variety.

II. Algebraic preliminaries.
Let E be an «-dimensional
vector
space over R, l\p(E) the p-îold exterior product, and Ë, Ap(E)~,
their respective
dual spaces. There is a canonical isomorphism
ip: AP(E)~-*AP(E). An orientation of E is an isomorphism e: A"(E)
=2?. It gives rise to a dual orientation ê: A"(Ê)=R,
and we denote
the fundamental «-vector and «-covector by e = e-1(l) and ë=ï_1(l),
respectively.
One defines
letting jP(a)(ß) =e(aAß)-

an isomorphism
jP: Ap(E)—>An~p(E)~ by
This gives an isomorphism
kp = in-Pojp:

AP(E)^A"~P(Ë). For aEAp(E), ßEA"(E), let a\Jß = k~l(ka/\kß)
Er\p+q-n(E), and for ßEr\q(E),

a fi ß~=a\/k-l(ß)EAp-q(E).

The composition map T:E@ E—>E, sending a ®ß into a+ß, can be
uniquely extended to an algebra homomorphism
{ Tp}, Tp: AP(E ®E)

->A*(E).

Since AP(E®E)^

®r+,=P l\r(E) <g>A'(£),

we can define,

for aE/\r(E)
and ßEr\'(E),
Tr+>(a®ß)Er\r+'(E),
and a simple computation shows this to equal a Aß- Also, T: E®E—+E may be dualized to give T: Ê—*Ë ® Ê, which extends uniquely to an algebra homo-

morphism {7>}, Tp:r\p(Ë)->l\p(Ë@Ë).
Let e" = Tn(ë)Er\n(Ë®Ë).
Given aEAp(E), ßEA"(E), we have a®ßEAp+q(E®E)
and
a®ß

A ë' E Ap+q-"(E®

Tp+q-n(a®ßle')

E).

An

easy

computation

shows

that

=aV¿3.

A quadratic form on E is an isomorphism <p: E^>Ë, extendable
uniquely to an algebra isomorphism
{<pp}, <pp:Ap (E)-^AP(E).
We

define *: AP(E) -> A»-'(£) by *a = k'tya. Note that *(a A ß)
= k-1(<baA<t>ß)=k-1(kk-1<paAkk-1<pß)=k-1(k*aAk*ß) = *a\/*ß. So *
is an isomorphism
unitary, i.e., *l=e,

of the A-algebra onto the
the map is unit preserving.
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V-algebra;
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the cohomology ring of a compact lie group
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Needless to say, the above considerations extend to the case where
E is a vector bundle over a manifold M; e.g., if E is the cotangent bundle of an oriented manifold, we recover the familiar * of Weitzenback-

Hodge.
III. Integration along the fibre. Let G be a compact oriented Lie
group with dual Lie algebra E (whose orientation
is e), and let

<£: Yk—>Xm
be a principal fibre bundle with group G, X and F being
compact and having orientations
compatible with that of G (with
respect to the local product structure). The orientation of E gives G
a unique left-invariant
Haar measure. For all x£X, there is a homeomorphism \[/x: G-+<&~l(x), sending the invariant «-vector e~onto an
invariant «-vector e~0along the fibre. Let a be a p-iorm on F; we
define a (p —w)-form *<&(a) on X by integrating along the fibre. Precisely, a.f\ëa, along the fibre $_1(x) is a form annihilating all vectors
tangent to the fibre; hence it may be integrated, by integrating its
coefficients with respect to the Haar measure, to give a (p —«)-form
*$(a)x at x. The local product structure and the invariance of the
measure guarantee that *$(a) is well defined and differentiable, and
it is easy to check that *$(a) is closed if a is.
Let y be a /»-cohomology class in F, the de Rham class of a form
a. Its Poincaré dual class PyQHk-p(Y,
R) is defined as a linear func-

tional on Hk~p(Y, R) by Py(z) = fYa/\ß, z being the de Rham class
of a form ß. The map <5induces a map <$*:Hk-P(Y, R)—*Hk-p(X, R)
by letting $*(Py)(w) =/raA4>*7,
where w is the de Rham class of a
(k —p)-iorm y on X. On the other hand, the Poincaré dual class of
*í>(a) is defined as a functional on Hk~p(X, R) by sending the de
Rham class w of a form y into fx*&(a)/\y.
A partition of unity and
Fubini's theorem show immediately
that P [*<p(a)] =$*(Py),
y again
being the class of a. Hence *<3?induces on the de Rham cohomology
the well-known Gysin homomorphism.

IV. The convolution product. Now let X=G,

Y = GXG and $ be

the composition map. Further, let 7ri and tt2 be the projections of
GXG onto its factors. If a is a p-iorm, and ß a q-iorm, on G, the

(P + 2 —«)-form a#j3 = *í>('7ri*a;A7r2*/3)
will be called the convolution
of a and ß. (If p = q = n, a—fe and ß = ge, then a%ß = he, and it is
clear that the function h is the convolution, in the usual sense, of the
functions/
and g.) From the last remarks in §111, it is clear that the
convolution algebra on closed forms induces on the cohomology of G
the algebra structure obtained by transposing (via Poincaré duality)
the Pontrj agin algebra on homology to cohomology.
Now let a be right invariant, and ß left invariant. Then Ti*a
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/\Trßi*ne~ois invariant along the fibre f>_1(l) so the value of a%ß
at 1 is merely the image under the canonical map Kp+q~n(E®E)
->A^«-n(£)
of the value of iri*a/\iri*ßel{o
at 1X1. (We are
using the fact that the map ipi: G^GXG
induces, on the dual Lie
algebra, the canonical map of composition.)
By the remarks in II,
a%ß evaluated at 1 is thus (the value of a at 1) V (the value of ß at 1).
Now assume that both a and ß are bi-invariant.
Then 7ri*aAT2*l3
is bi-invariant on GxG; invariant, in particular, under the liftings via
$ of both right and left translations
on G. Hence, a %ß is bi-invariant,
and so equals a\/ß.

V. Conclusion of the proof. We may map H*(G, R) into A*(£) by
sending each class into the unique bi-invariant
form it contains,
evaluated at 1. It is well known that this is a homomorphism
of the
cup-algebra into the A-algebra, and we have shown above that it is
also a homomorphism of the (transposed) Pontrjagin algebra into the

V-algebra.
Now, let 0 be a bi-invariant riemannian metric on G. (One is easily
constructed by integrating a positive-definite
quadratic form on Ë
under the adjoint group, and then translating.) Then (e.g., since biinvariant forms are harmonic) the action of * on A *(E) is compatible
with the action of * on cohomology. Letting © denote the (cohomological) Pontrjagin product, we may combine this last remark with
that at the end of §11 to assert that, for any cohomology

y on G, *(xKJy) = (*x) © (*y).
Columbia University
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